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Abstract- This paper focuses on the design and development of a fine microwire feeder for laser applications. The use of metallic 

wires as a medium of deposition has been popular in aerospace and car manufacturing industries. These micro sized wires are also 

gaining importance in medical and semi-conductor industries. The use of wire-feeders in laser welding and electrical discharge 

machining applications has been prominent. There are devices used in laser applications which can handle wires from 0.25mm to 

10.0 mm in diameter. The handling of microsized wire in laser application is often considered difficult due to its low buckling 

strength exposure to harsh environment. The primary function of the microwire feeder described in this paper was to feed wires of 

varying microdiameters to a desired location with high accuracy and precision to be used in a laser aided manufacturing processes. 

This can be designed by dividing the microwire feeder into four basic sub-mechanisms: (1) feeding mechanism (2) transfer 

mechanism (3) precision guidance mechanism (4) adjustment mechanism. These sub-mechanisms are integrated to account for 

compactness, flexibility and precision. This microwire feeder is capable of handling wires as low as 0.05 mm in diameter. The 

precision and accuracy of the device was experimentally tested prior to its practical application. A case study on laser deposition was 

presented; where; a 316 stainless steel microwire of 0.125 mm diameter was fed into a melt pool of 0.2 mm. The wire feed and the 

traverse speed of the table were varied to achieve a uniformly distributed clad. The effect of wire feed and traverse speed were 

studied and a deposition process window was developed for future experimentation. 

Keywords- Microwire Feeder, Design, Laser Metal Deposition  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In industrial manufacturing, the application of laser beam as a tool has been popular in aerospace and automotive industries. 

Laser application allows batch as well as individual production and its wide range of applications from welding, and cutting to 

direct metal deposition is a great advantage. The need to meet these wide ranges of applications drives the development of 

system components such as wire feeders and sensor systems for automation for laser aided manufacturing processes. 

The use of metallic wires as a deposition material in the field of laser manufacturing is gaining popularity, and the number 

of feasible industrial applications is still growing [1].Many researchers have been studying basic process characteristics of 

wire-based additive manufacturing and material properties of deposited beads and 3D parts [2-10]. 

Until now few scientific works have been reported on microwire handling devices being used in small business applications, 

due to the high cost associated with laser manufacturing processes. In direct laser deposition (DLD), powder or wire is 

delivered to the laser generated melt pool, which melts the powder and solidifies after removal of the laser. Manufacture of 

three-dimensional prototype parts is possible by overlapping multiple individual tracks [11]. So far, the widespread use of 

metallic wire as a deposition medium has been limited; about 80% of the application is laser welding and there have been only 

a few studies of the basic phenomena of laser cladding with wire feeding [12]. Compared to powder, wire as a medium for 

deposition, has a much lower material cost and high material efficiency. But due to the lack of availability of microwires of 

different sizes and materials, powder deposition has been more popular. 

The use of wire feeders in laser welding and electrical discharge machining applications has been prominent. There are 

devices which can handle wires from 0.25mm [13]to 10.0 mm in diameter [14]. These wire feeders were used in high power 

laser applications with melt pool sizes varying from 0.5 to4.0 mm. The initial cost associated with this laser technology is very 

high, which limits its application mainly to aerospace and automotive industries. These micro sized wires are gaining 

importance in the medical and semi-conductor industries. The development of this microwire handling device was initiated to 

effectively feed wires of microdiameters to a mini-laser deposition machine which required a high precision wire feeding 

equipment. The mini-laser deposition machine for which the wire feeder is developed has a small melt pool spot size of 0.2 

mm and is significantly less expensive than its larger counter parts. The development of this system was targeted to increase 

acceptance of laser deposition technology, by reducing the cost and using metallic wire as a medium for deposition. Thus a 

compact, robust, cost-efficient, and high precision microwire feeder was developed which is capable of handling microwires of 

sizes as low as 0.05 mm effectively. 

II. BASIC DESIGN OF MICROWIRE FEEDERS 

The major issue of the wire feeder is to feed a wire of unusually small diameter and springy nature, continuously to a very 

small melt pool. The problem to be solved was to ensure adequate force to grip the small diameter wire, without damaging it 

for continuous operation. For this it was essential to have a simple feeding mechanism which would impart the necessary force 

on the wire to continuously feed the wire without damaging it. Another important consideration is the poor buckling strength 
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of microwire under the axial loading condition existing on the output side of a wire feed device. To reduce this problem to a 

minimum, the position of any such feed rolls must be as near the melt pool as possible. Moreover, the size of the wire feeding 

unit is important, as it has to be mounted around the laser application, which would require fixture modifications and high 

setup and changeover time. To resolve these problems, it was required to make a compact, robust and high precision wire 

feeder, which is capable of continuously feeding microdiameter wires to a desired location with high precision and can be 

easily mounted for various applications. 

A. Roller Design 

For handling and orientation of microdiameter wires; it is important to guide the wire accurately to the desired location. 

The straightening of these wires is not as important as guiding them accurately. But it is important to determine the number of 

rollers required for straightening of the wire to avoid bird-nesting and to keep the wire taut at all times. To determine the 

minimum number of rollers required for the application, the initial bend and yield point of the wire are considered to be the 

most important product parameters [15].Yield points are determined by tensile testing on various wire sections. The initial 

bend range is easy to determine by simple measurement of the original condition of several wire sections. To determine the 

initial bend Ka it suffices to measure the camber of the wire over a random but fixed reference length. Figure 1 shows the 

schematic for measurement of camber, where the camber can be measured by placing a fixed reference length of wire on a flat 

surface and against a straight edge.  

 

Figure 1 Calculation of camber in a circular wire 

The greatest distance between the straight edge and the wire is the maximum camber and the least distance between them is 

the minimum camber. Calculation of initial bend is given by Equation (1) [15] 
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Where: 

Ka (max/min)= Maximum/minimum initial bend in the wire 

  = fixed reference length 

h(max/min) =  Maximum/minimum initial camber in the wire 

The maximum values of initial camber h(max)  yield the maximum initial bend Ka (max). The same relationship applies for the 

minimum values. 

With the values of the bends and yield points it is possible to determine the minimum number of rollers, which is verified 

by the following equation [15] 
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where, R p 0.2 (max/min) = Maximum/minimum yield point at R p 0.2   

If the value of RA < 2; the minimum number of rollers to be used is 3 rollers. If the value of RA is, 2.0< RA≤ 2.9, then the 

minimum number of rollers can be calculated by the following equation [15] 

    *(    )        + (3) 

According to the above equations the minimum number of rollers required for the microwire feeder, was experimentally 

determined to be three rollers. Based on theory of wire straightening, it should be possible fundamentally, to straighten the 

wire and feed accurately with a three-roller straightening unit [15].The fact that this becomes difficult in practical applications, 

is owed generally to fluctuation in the initial bend of the wire, the material of wire, and tolerances of precision feeding. Thus to 
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avoid this problem and develop a simple, compact and high precision microwire feeder; after determining the minimum 

number of rollers, the unit can be divided into four different sub-mechanisms: feeding mechanism, transfer mechanism, 

precision guidance mechanism and adjustment mechanism. Moreover, limiting the device to three-rollers, helps to make it 

compact and considerably smaller in size, which helps it to be mounted around the laser application and requires minimal 

fixture modifications, ease of setup, reduces changeover time and makes it cost effective. 

B. Feeding Mechanism 

A feeding mechanism feeds the wire continuously from the spool to the desired location with no slippage or deformation in 

the wire. It must impart the necessary axial and frictional force to keep the wire in tension. Due to the very small diameter of 

the wire, this mechanism should keep the wire taut at all times. The force applied should not deform the microwire. The larger 

the diameter of the wire is, the easier it is to handle due to its rigidity. Rollers were used to pull/push the wire through the 

various components of the system. The alignment of the wire as it enters the rollers is crucial to the performance of the system. 

The feeding mechanism should be able to accommodate a range of wire diameters. 

Figure 2 shows the prototype of feeding mechanism in which the wire was wound on a spool and rigidly mounted on the 

base plate which was connected to a torque motor. The initial tension in the wire was determined by applying a known force to 

keep the wire taut and thus preventing it from kinking. A V-groove idler can be used to change the direction of the wire and 

impart the necessary friction force required to avoid slippage. A stepper motor connected to a microprocessor-based controller 

allows for both continuous and pulse feeding [16].The pinch roller was the driving mechanism for the system; it ensured 

continuous feeding of the wire. The roller was made of polyurethane and mounted on a shaft of a stepper motor and a V-

groove steel bearing pinched together by means of a pivot-spring holder. 

 
Figure 2 Prototype of microwire feeder 

1) Angle of Inclination: 

As shown in Figure 3, the angle of inclination is the angle of contact between the steel wire and the idler. The wire from the 

spool was passed over an idler, which induced adequate tension in the wire due to the frictional force. The lower the angle of 

inclination is, the higher the frictional force would be. The angle of inclination can be changed by changing the angle made by 

the wire between spool and idler with the horizontal surface. The angle between the idler and spool was determined by the 

amount of force required to keep the wire taut without damaging it. This angle was found experimentally to be suitable in the 

range of 10°-30°. 

 
Figure 3 Basic feeding mechanism for microwire feeder 
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2) Pinch Roller Mechanism: 

As seen in Figure 3, pinch roller is the drive wheel mechanism of the wire feeder. The material used for the drive and 

driven wheel is critical as it has to ensure adequate grip on small diameter wires without damaging them. The drive wheel also 

has to account for the change in the sizes of wire and accordingly adjust the imparted pressure on the wire. In some wire 

feeders a capstan wheel is used as the drive wheel mechanism [12].which makes the system bulky due to the size of the capstan.  

To reduce the size of the microwire feeder, polyurethane foam was mounted on the motor shaft, which acted as the drive 

wheel for the system, and a bearing with a precision V-groove was used as the driven wheel. Polyurethane foam is used as it 

has high coefficient of friction with steel. The V-groove was provided for the self-alignment of the wire, during feeding. Axial 

load is applied on the polyurethane shaft roller by means of a compressive spring. This arrangement also prevents the 

deformation of the wire and ensures an adequate grip which is required to avoid slippage of the wire. 

3) Precision Grooved Rollers: 

As shown in Figure 3, a precision grooved roller is the key to continuously feed the wire without kinking or damaging it.  It 

is also required to self-align the wire which reduces slippage of the wire to a great extent. The groove designs generally include 

V-groove style, radius-groove style and special shape groove to suit some applications [16].A radius-groove roller is best 

suited for the straightening application and has a high durability; but is limited to the size of wires it can handle. Special shape 

groove requires custom production as per the requirement of the laser application and wire shape and size, with accurate 

tolerances and diameter. Standard V-groove is the most cost effective and is the most common with a wide range for handling 

wires of different sizes, for which the same rollers can be used. The limitation in V-groove is the high wear that occurs at 

contact points during continuous operation. 

In the microwire feeder a radial-groove roller is modified into a V-groove roller with the help of a precision diamond cutter. 

This is done due to the extreme small size of the wire and the V-groove is cut in the radial roller bearing, which helps in the 

self-alignment of the wire, provides the flexibility of using multiple wires and has high durability. 

4) Force Analysis: 

Figure 4, shows the free body diagram (FBD) of the feeding mechanism, required for force analysis of the system. The 

spool holding the wire was mounted on the base plate with the support of friction brakes that imparted the force necessary to 

determine the tension in the string. The tension T1 required to keep the wire taut can be calculated by attaching a known mass, 

M, causing the spool to roll. Based on the free body diagram (FBD) of Figure 4, the initial tension T1 is given by: 

    
 

    
 (4) 

where  represents the angle of inclination between wire and horizontal surface. 

 

Figure 4 Free body diagram of feeding mechanism for force analysis 

The wire from the spool was then passed over a nylon idler, which induced adequate tension in the wire due to the 

frictional force. The angle between the idler and spool, which is the angle of inclination, was determined by the amount of 

force required to keep the wire taut, as calculated in Equation 4. This angle was found experimentally to be suitable in the 

range of 10°-30°.Based on the FBD of Figure 4, 

            (5) 
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Where T2represents tension in the wire after it passes through idler 

The friction force Fr1 between the wire and nylon idler is given by 

            (6) 

where µs1 is the coefficient of static friction between the nylon and the wire material. 

As indicated by FBD of Figure 4, the friction force can also be calculated by 

              (7) 

The coefficient of static friction between the nylon idler and the wire is calculated as 

      
   

  
 (8) 

This value should lie within the range of the coefficient of friction between the nylon and the wire material, and thus satisfy 

the frictional force required to keep the wire taut. 

Polyurethane ensured an adequate grip so that the wire could be fed continuously without slippage. The friction force 

required for the drive wheel was provided by the V-groove steel bearing which imparted an axial spring load on the 

polyurethane shaft roller, assuming a uniform distribution of axial spring force F, the frictional force Fr2 between the drive 

wheel and the driven wheel is given by: 

        
 

 
 (9) 

where µs2 equal to 0.6-0.9 is the coefficient of friction between polyurethane and steel bearing, and F/2 is the axial load applied 

by the bearing, which is half of axial spring force applied assuming uniform distribution of load. 

The friction force Fr2 is equal to the tension T2 in the wire after it passes through the idler. From Equation (9), we know 

      
   

   
 (10) 

This value should lie within the range of the coefficient of friction between polyurethane and steel. 

C. Transfer Mechanism 

The transfer mechanism provides the necessary flexibility to separate the feeding mechanism from the precision guidance 

mechanism. The wire must to be routed through to a precision guidance mechanism through a transfer conduit. This conduit 

must have a low coefficient of friction, and it must be wear resistant and structurally sound. The conduit is typically a pliable 

outer tube with a diameter larger than that of the wire. An advantage of separating the feeding mechanism from the precision 

guidance mechanism is ease of maintenance and repair in an industrial environment. The transfer mechanism allows flexibility 

in the installation of the precision guidance mechanism; depending on the application requirements. 

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube was used to transfer the wire from the pinch roller to 

the hypodermic needle. This material has very low friction [17] and prevents deformation in the wire. The tube was rigidly 

held in a barb hose adapter which was mounted on the base plate in such a way that the tube was aligned with the center of the V-

groove bearing. This arrangement ensured smooth transfer of wire to the hypodermic needle as it emerged from pinch rollers, 

preventing slippage and deformation. The size of the PTFE tube can vary according to the size of the hypodermic needle to ensure 

sung fit. To feed a wire with a diameter of 0.1 mm through a hypodermic needle of outside diameter 3.0 mm, a PTFE tube with an 

inside diameter of 3.048 mm or 0.12 inch is appropriate. The inner diameter of the tube depends on the outer diameter of the 

hypodermic needle because a snug fit between the needle and the tube is necessary for smooth transfer of the wire. A heat shrink 

tube was applied on both ends of the PTFE tube to provide structural support and avoid resistance during feeding. 

D. Precision Guidance Mechanism 

For precision guidance of wire to a particular position, it requires a rigid guide member with a diameter almost equal to the 

wire being handled. This minimizes position error due to swaying of the wire within the guide member. The conduit used in 

the transfer mechanism should have a snug fit with the guide member to ensure smooth transfer of the wire. The guide member 

should be adjustable in various axes to feed the wire to the desired location. Angular adjustment is also recommended as it may 

be required in certain applications. 

Figure 5 shows the precision guidance mechanism of the microwire feeder; where; a hypodermic needle was used to guide 

the wire, because such needles have low coefficient of friction with steel wires and are available with small inner diameters. 

Linear guide-ways were used to guide the wire to the desired location. The size of the hypodermic needle can vary according 

to the size of the wire. Linear guide-ways were used to orient the collet-needle arrangement along the X, Y, and Z axes and an 

angle bracket clamped on the Y-axis provided the necessary angular adjustment. 
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Figure 5 Precision wire guidance mechanism for microwire feeder 

The selection of the hypodermic needle according to different wire sizes is critical for the smooth functioning of the 

microwire feeder. The selection becomes critical in applications, where the wire has to be fed into a very small melt pool, with 

minimal scope for error. A needle with a large inner diameter can hamper the accuracy of feeding and in the case of an inner 

diameter which is too small; the smooth feeding of wire is affected. Thus it becomes very important to select the right size 

needle for the specified wire diameter. The hypodermic needle used in this application is a 316L stainless steel with a very 

high tolerance of +0.0125 mm. The wall thickness should be as large as possible, which helps to keep the inner surface of the 

needle intact without any deformation. A number of microwires were tested with various hypodermic needles, experimentally, 

to determine the smooth feeding of wire without any interruption. A good fit for wires of different sizes was determined 

experimentally, as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I SELECTION OF HYPODERMIC NEEDLE ACCORDING TO WIRE DIAMETER 

Wire Dia (d) Hypodermic Needle Inside Dia (D) Wire/Needle Dia Ratio (d/D) 

mm mm (%) 

0.05 0.08 62.5% 

0.1 0.15 66.7% 

0.125 0.2 62.5% 

0.15 0.25 60.0% 

0.2 0.3 66.7% 

0.25 0.4 62.5% 

From Table I it can be observed that the ratio between the diameter of the wire and the inside diameter of the hypodermic 

needle is fairly constant and within the range of 60% to 67%. Thus the needle diameter limits the maximum deflection of the 

wire from the central axis to minimize positioning errors and ensures smooth feeding of wire with minimum frictional force. 

This largely limits the deflection error of the wire at the output end, as the wire is constrained by the inner walls of the 

hypodermic needle. 

E. Adjustment Mechanism 

In order for the microwire handling devices to handle wire of different diameters, it is necessary to have flexibility in 

handling wires to account for the same. This involves design of interchangeable parts which can be changed according to the 

diameter of wire which needs to be handled. Thus, the entire system is designed keeping in mind the change in the 

performance requirements. 

As shown in Figure 5, the hypodermic needle was encompassed in a mechanical collet capable of accommodating needles 

of various outside diameters. To feed a wire of 0.05-1.0 mm in diameter, the only change necessary would be the hypodermic 

needle and the PTFE tube. The collet can hold needles with outer diameters of 1-4 mm. The needle is held such that a very 

small portion of it is suspended at either end of the collet to minimize the cantilever effect. This arrangement makes the 

feeding precise and flexible for various applications. To hold the collet-needle arrangement rigidly, a clamp with machined 

markers permit changes in the angle at which feeding would take place. This clamp was then mounted on the Y-axis of the 

linear guide-ways. This arrangement provides 4 degrees of freedom for guiding the wire to the desired location. 

These four mechanisms: feeding mechanism, transfer mechanism, precision guidance mechanism and adjustment 

mechanism are integrated together for development of the microwire handling device. The primary function of the device is to 

continuously feed the wire without slippage or deformation and be able to handle wires of various micro-diameters. 
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III. MICROWIRE FEEDER TESTING 

The precision of a measurement system, also called reproducibility or repeatability, is the degree to which repeated 

measurements under unchanged conditions show the same results [18]. For the microwire feeder it is important for the system 

to be accurate and precise as it is one of the primary functions of the device. Thus, it was required to test the equipment before 

using it for laser applications.  

A. Accuracy and Precision 

The theoretical length of wire to be fed was calculated in inches per second based on the stepper motors step angle and 

based on the drive wheel diameter. The device was tested at various speeds, for a specified duration to experimentally verify 

the precision and linearity of the system. The setup was designed to compare the actual length of wire delivered to the 

theoretical length. The wire used for this experiment was 316 stainless steel with a diameter of 0.10 mm. This wire was used as 

it was readily available and is considerably smaller in diameter, which later could be used for practical purposes in mini-laser 

deposition. Table II shows the experimental results observed for the system with an almost constant error of 5% for different 

input speeds of the motor. From Figure 6, we observe the system to be a linear system. 

TABLE II MICROWIRE FEEDER PRECISION TESTING AT VARYING SPEEDS 

Feed-rate Motor Observed Length Average Length 
% Error in feed 

Inch/Sec steps/min Inch Inch 

0.025 3036 15 14.3 4.9% 

0.05 1518 30 28.5 5.0% 

0.075 1012 45 42.7 5.0% 

0.1 759 60 57.0 5.0% 

0.125 607 75 71.2 5.1% 

 

Figure 6 Microwirefeeder testing at varying speeds showing high precision 

A constant error of 5% was observed which shows the system to be linear and highly precise. To ensure the high accuracy 

required for the system, the controller input was adjusted to compensate for the constant error introduced in the system. Thus 

high accuracy and precision of the system was achieved. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

The development of the microwire feeder was initiated to facilitate laser deposition of metals with wire as a medium of 

deposition. The mini-laser deposition machine in the Laser Aided Manufacturing Process laboratory is a single-diode, laser 

with high power density.  

A. Mini-Laser Deposition System 

As shown in Figure 7, the laser system is a single diode laser, emitting a wavelength of 808 nm and has approximately the 

same intensity.  
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Figure 7 Mini-laser deposition experimental arrangement 

The laser beam has a focal length of 50 mm along the z-axis and a melt pool size is 0.2 mm when the laser beam is directed 

perpendicular on a 316 stainless steel substrate of a 5 mm thickness. The very small melt pool size due to the fine spot of the 

laser which is 0.2 mm (200 microns), initiated the development of a fine microwire feeder which is capable of handling wires 

of very small sizes with high accuracy and precision. Moreover, the focal length of the beam is just 50 mm, which required the 

microwire feeder to be compact and robust. The experimental setup consists of a diode laser with a beam delivery system, a 

microwire feeder, and a computer numerically controlled (CNC) table for 3 axes; horizontal motion (x and y axis) and vertical 

motion (z axis). The microwire feeder, the single-diode laser, and the CNC table are controlled by a single controller unit, 

which helps to make it compatible and ensures high performance. The laser, feeder, and the CNC table are connected to a 

single power supply and are controlled by standard G and M codes with modifications to allow for the deposition process. In 

addition, the system also includes: 

 an air cooling system (top and base cooling plates) 

 a 200X USB camera device to initially guide the wire accurately to the melt pool 

 vision camera system developed for process observation and video capture 

 an Argon cover gas 

This complete arrangement is the mini-laser deposition system used in the Laser Aided Manufacturing Process laboratory. 

The entire system is a table-top system, which requires a 5 foot by 5 foot space and is significantly less expensive than other 

laser deposition systems. This helps in targeting small manufacturing industries and helps in making very small parts which 

cannot be easily manufactured by using conventional methods. 

However, the limitation of this system is that wire of various sizes of different materials is not readily available. Moreover, 

due to the extreme small melt pool size, it is limited to the size of parts that can be developed by this system. Due to the 

volume of wire fed in the melt pool is approximately equal to the size of the melt-pool itself, the volume causes a high 

fluctuation in heat dissipation. 

B. Material 

The wire used for deposition was 316 stainless steel wire with a 0.125 mm diameter and was chosen due to its resistance to 

oxidation and ease of availability for testing purposes. The laser beam was directed perpendicular to the substrate, made of 

mild steel with dimensions of 10 mm by 5 mm by 0.2 mm. This thin substrate was selected to study the effectiveness of the 

laser, parameters of the system, limitations of the process during deposition and to check the precision and accuracy of the 

wire-feeder. 

C. Arrangement of the Experiment 

The experimental arrangement was set up to feed the wire to the melt pool as shown in Figure 7. Front-feeding implies 

when the movement of the substrate is away from the feeder, this was chosen as it is considered to facilitate good clads 

[14].The wire was oriented at an angle of 45 degrees from the horizontal surface of the substrate, with the help of an angle 

marker provided on the wire feeder. This arrangement was selected to study the efficiency of microwire feeding in laser 

deposition [19].
 

D. Results and Discussion 

During the feeding of the wire to the melt pool it was observed that, the wire tends to melt and loosely stick to the substrate 

rather than forming a good clad. This can be due to the high volume of wire entering a relatively small volume of melt pool, 
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which chills the melt pool. To address this problem a delay of 0.05 sec was set in the start of wire feeding by the controller, 

which ensured a continuous clad. The wire feed rate and traverse speed of the table are critical to achieve a good deposit. Thus 

the traverse speed of the table and wire feed rate were varied at maximum constant laser power and observations were made 

during the experiment. In the mini-laser deposition system the wire is fed by the controller, thus the wire feed rate is given as 

the ratio of wire fed by the microwire feeder per 0.5 inch of the travel of the table. This was done to ensure compatibility in 

feeding the wire and having an accurate response time. Table III shows the effect on the clad surface observed by varying the 

wire feed rate and traverse speed. These speed and feeds were chosen as the values outside these regions were observed to be 

not suitable for the experiment. The qualitative analysis was done by observing the cladding surface under optical microscope, 

and a continuous uniform clad was termed to be a good clad. Figure 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the three variations in cladding 

observed during the experiment. At a traverse speed of 1.5 inch/min and the wire feed of 0.5 inch/ 0.5 inch of table travel, a 

continuous uniform clad was observed; which is the best deposition as seen in Figure 8 (c). 

TABLE III EFFECTS ON CLADDING AT VARYING WIRE FEED AND TRAVERSE SPEEDS 

Traverse Speed Wire Feed Surface Cladding 

Quality inch/min inch/ 0.5 inch of travel 

2 0.25 Discontinuous 

1.5 0.25 Discontinuous 

2 0.375 Non-Uniform 

1.5 0.375 Non-Uniform 

2 0.5 Discontinuous 

1.5 0.5 Uniform 

2 0.75 Failed to Melt 

1.5 0.75 Failed to Melt 

 

 

(a)                                                                                      (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 8 (a) Discontinuous track (b) Continuous non-uniform track 

 (c) Continuous uniform track Deposition of 0.125 mm 316 stainless steel wire on 0.2 mm mild steel substrate 

Table III shows the effects of cladding at varying traverse speeds and wire feeds, as per experimental observation. The aim 

is to achieve continuous uniform deposition. Discontinuous deposits were observed when the wire fed to the melt pool was not 

adequate. It was also observed that when the wire was fed in excess, it tended to sway away from the melt pool due to 

resistance in the wire, which was termed as failed to melt in the table. The deposit in the non-uniform and uniform category is 

1 1 

1 

Direction of deposit Direction of deposit 
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in our area of interest, where modifications can be made to facilitate a good uniform continuous deposit.  

To verify the uniformity of the deposition obtained in Figure 8 (c), 5 points at equal intervals were selected on the deposit, 

and the width of the deposit was measured and compared to Figure 8 (b) as shown in Table IV. The standard deviation was 

calculated and found out to be below 2% in uniform deposit as compared to 6.2% in non-uniform deposit. These show the 

effect of varying wire feed and traverse speeds on deposition and consolidates the result quantitatively. 

TABLE IV DEPOSITION WIDTH OF 0.125 MM 316 STAINLESS STEEL WIRE ON MILD STEEL 

Deposition Standard Deviation 

Uniform 1.9% 

Non-uniform 6.2% 

All the results found experimentally were noted down, and a Deposition Process Window was developed as shown in 

Figure 9. The dark square region in the figure indicated the parameters by which a good deposit was achieved, the deposition 

shown in Figure 8 (c) falls in this category. The grey square indicates the region where a continuous deposit was formed, but 

the deposition width is not uniform, as shown in Figure 8 (b). The circular region depicts the zone where the deposits were 

discontinuous, as shown in Figure 8 (a), and it defines the boundaries for experimentation.  

 

Figure 9 Boundaries defined for deposition of 0.125 mm 316 stainless steel wire on 0.2 mm mild steel substrate 

During deposition of 0.25 mm 316 stainless steel wire on a 0.2 mm mild steel substrate, it was observed that the substrate 

tends to warp due to heat conductivity, which can be one of the reasons for non-uniform deposition of wire. Moreover, the 

scope of error being extremely small, it can also cause the wire to misalign itself during this process. It is also necessary to 

ensure that the surface is flat and the laser remains in focus, as the melt pool size can vary significantly, causing non-uniform 

deposition. These factors need to be taken into account, which can affect the deposition, for which the grey square region is 

defined in deposition process window in Figure 9. This region is critical for further study. For further experiments, with 

varying traverse speed and wire feeds, the ratio of wire feed and traverse speed in the square region should be considered, for 

effective deposition. These show the effect of varying speed and wire feed rate on the deposition. 

Thus the effectiveness of the microwire feeder in terms of its accuracy and precision of delivering micro-diameter wires to 

a very small melt pool to achieve continuous uniform deposition is demonstrated. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

During; the effective usage of the microwire feeder in practical application, there were no problems observed with feeding 

the wire of micro-diameters, which is the primary function of the device. But it was observed that the set up procedure for the 

feeding the wire initially from the spool to transfer mechanism; varied largely on the expertise of the person running the 

experiment. This was due to the arrangement of the pivot-bearing and the transfer mechanism. The two components are 

independent of each other and during the setup for feeding the wire; it causes misalignment of the PTFE tube at the entrance of 

the pinch roller. Thus the development of a robust setup mechanism initiated the need for a second generation microwire 

feeder.  

In the second generation microwire feeder, as shown in Figure 10, the basic mechanisms would remain the same, but the 

design would be modified for the ease of set up irrespective of the user expertise. The positioning of the spool, idler and the 

motor would remain unchanged, just with an addition of a guide clamp provided between spool and idler for support. The 
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pivot-bearing arrangement and the transfer mechanism are modified and clamped to become a single unit, held by a pivot-

clamp and spring arrangement. This would ensure accurate alignment required during setup. This design focuses on 

automation where the user can place the wire in the V-groove of the bearing and the motor would drive the wire through the 

PTFE tubing. This would help in reducing the setup time in applications which requires part manufacturing flexibility. 

 

Figure 10 Second generation microwire feeder for ease of setup 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The design and development of microwire feeders, capable of handling microdiameter wires is often considered to be 

difficult due to its low buckling strength and high precision required for laser application usage. There are wire feeders which 

can feed wires as low as 0.25 mm diameter. Thus the need for systematically developing a wire feeder capable of handling 

wires as low as 0.05 mm was initiated. In this paper, the design and embodiment of a fine microwire feeder for laser 

applications, capable of handling wires as low as 0.05 mm was discussed. This was done by integrating four different sub-

mechanisms: feeding mechanism, transfer mechanism, precision guidance mechanism and adjustment mechanism. These 

mechanisms facilitated the compactness, flexibility and high precision requirements for varying laser applications. This 

microwire feeder was tested for its accuracy and precision which was experimentally verified to be 95 % precise. A case study 

on mini-laser deposition was presented to verify the effectiveness of the microwire feeder, where a 0.125 mm wire was fed into 

a melt pool of 0.2 mm. The effect on deposition quality with varying wire feed rate and table traverse speed were studied to 

obtain a continuous uniform deposit. The results show standard deviation of deposition width between a uniform and non-

uniform continuous deposit. Thus the validity and effectiveness of the microwire feeder in terms of its accuracy and precision 

of delivering micro-diameter wires to very small melt pool sizes in laser applications is experimentally verified. 
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